2020 Candidate Research Google Slide Project


Part One:
1. Create a campaign poster of your candidate on a google slide
   a. The Google Slide must include the following things for full credit:
      i. At least one picture of your candidate (a second picture is suggested for certain projects)
      ii. The candidate’s full name
      iii. The party of the candidate (Republican/Democrat/I) – You can also have the logo of the parties.
      iv. Mention at least **two issues** that the candidate cares about
      v. A **slogan/saying** that the represents the candidate and/or their issues
      vi. The project **MUST** be creative, colorful and show effort!

Part Two:
1. **Candidate Research Guide.**
   a. You will be researching a candidate running for President. Most are obviously Democratic candidates although some have come out on the Republican AND Independent ticket.
      ● You can go to the candidate webpages to get all the information you need for each candidate. Or you can also use CNN, New York Times, or any other media to get the information.
   b. The **Biography** part will include **at least 5 basic facts** about the candidate and their experience and personal qualities. FYI, facts are not opinions about the candidate!
   c. The **Top 4 Issues** will have each issue described in a short **1-2 sentence summary** for EACH issue!